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Procedure for obtaining good Lewis structures: eg. CO2
1) determine total number of valence shell e- (including ionic charge if present).

CO2= 4+2(6) =16.

2)    Chose a cental atom and draw a skeleton of the molecule connected                        
with single bonds. (the central atom is usually the least electronegative element in 
the molecule or ion; hydrogen and the halogens are usually terminal.

Lewis Structures It only deals with VE 

3) determine number of remaining e-. complete the octet of the terminal atoms.

16 -4 = 12

Lec 2



4) Complete the octet Use lone pair e- from terminal atoms to create 
multiple bonds.

5) determine the formal charges of all atoms.

Formal charge = 
number of valence electrons ʹ (number of lone pair electrons +1/2 number of bonding 
electrons)

For O  6-6 =0

For C     4-4 =0

Check octet rule

Formal charge = VE - ( dashes + dots)



Ex: NO3
-

1. VE= 5+6*3+1 =24



Lewis Structures (other examples)

Example 2: AsO3
3-

1) # e-: 5 + 3(6) + 3 = 26
2) form 3 single bonds
3) 20 e- remain
4) O needs 6, As needs 2
5) All octets
6) Formal charges
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Example 3: CH2O

1) # e-: 4 + 2(1) + 6 = 12
2) try 3 single bonds
3) 6 e- remain
4) O 6 but C?
5) Form a double bond
6) Both O & C octets
7) Formal charges

H C H
O: :
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Example 4: CO

1) # e-: 4 + 6 = 10
2) try 1 single bond
3) 8 e- remain
4) C needs 6 as does O short  4 e-

5) Share 4 more e- - triple bond
6) Octets
7) Formal charges

C O: :
-1 +1



C H 3 C H 2 C H 2 O H C H 3 C H C H 3

O H

1 - p r o p a n o l
( b p  9 7 . 4  C )

2 - p r o p a n o l
( b p  8 2 . 4  C )

1.8 Isomers

Structural or constitutional isomers have same molecular formula but different structural 
formula.
They have different physical and chemical properties:



1.9 Writing Structural Formulas

write out all possible structural formulas that correspond to the molecular formula C5H12.

C - C - C -C - C

Continuous chain

C - C -C ± C
C

Branched chain

C forms 4 covalent bonds 



Bond line formula 
Dash formula



CH3CH=CHCH2CH3



1.14  The Orbital View of Bonding; the Sigma Bond

Sigma (V) bonds: are 
characterized by a 
region of high e-

density along the 
internuclear axis.

Orbitals approach each other in a head to 
head fashion



1.14  The Orbital View of Bonding; the pi (S) bond

There is one other type of bond, a pi (S) bond. In 
contrast to a sigma bond the e- density in a pi bond is 
not located on the internuclear axis, but rather on 
ĞŝƚŚĞƌ�͞ƐŝĚĞ͟�ŽĨ�ŝƚ͘
S bonds are formed by the side to side overlap ŽĨ�Ϯ�͞Ɖ͟�
orbitals

There is no real overlabing  
(side to side) التداخل بكون



Segma bond Pi bond

along the internuclear axis

Real overlabing  
تداخل حقيقي و مباشر

Formed by head to head fashion

Isn’t located along the internuclear axis 
But on the side of the axis

Formed by side to side overlap

Isn’t a real overlabing  
تداخل غير مباشر

2 (p) parallel orbitalsStronger



Carbon sp3 Hybrid Orbitals

6C: 1S2 2S2 2P2

Distribution of the six electrons in
a carbon atom. Each dot stands for

an electron.

3D Structure of Methane Molecule

Q: Should the carbon form only two bonds !!!

A: We know from experience that carbon 
usually forms four single bonds, and often 
these bonds are all equivalent, as in
CH4





Mix or combine the four atomic orbitals of the valence shell to form four identical 
hybrid orbitals

بن-حظ انه sigma bond حصلت ب# 1s من 
الهيدروج# و sp3 من الكربون 



SP2-Hybridized orbitals

One part s and two parts p in character and are directed toward the three vertices of an 
equilateral triangle.



SP-Hybridized orbitals

� A triple bond consists of one V bond and two S bonds

Bonding in Ethyne: A Triple Bond

sp orbitals forms a sigma 
bond between the two
carbons, and lateral 
overlap of the properly 
aligned p orbitals forms two 
pi bonds



sĂůĞŶĐĞ��ŽŶĚ�dŚĞŽƌǇ�;ĐŽŶƚ͛ĚͿ
Orbitals are combined in various portions to make 
equivalent hybrid orbitals, i.e.

AOs(#(s, p)) hybrid Angle orientation

1, 1 2 sp 180o linear
1, 2 3 sp2 120o trigonal planar
1, 3 4 sp3 109o tetrahedral 

https://youtu.be/gfrxRGQeimw



New terms from the second lecture 

* Obtain : get  
* Terminal : طرفي 
* central : مركزي 

*correspond : تطابق و 
 توافق

* parentheses : أقواس 
* emanate : تنبعث 
* density : كثافة 

* axis : محاور 
* hybrid : <هج



There are molecules (or ions) for which more than one 
correct Lewis structure can be drawn, these equivalent 
Lewis structures are resonance structures.

The assumption in these diagrams is that the atom 
positions do not change, we are only allowed to change 
the distribution of e-, i.e. the bonds and lone pairs.

Lewis structures do not always explain properties of 
molecules. Resonance theory is a second layered 
approach.

1.12 Resonance

A تشرح هياكل لويس دائمًا خصائص الجزيئات.  نظرية الرن& هي نهج 
الطبقات الثانية.
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Example 1: NO3
-

1) # e-: 5 + 3(6) + 1 = 24
2) try 3 single bonds
3) 18 e- remain
4) Each O needs 6, leave 2 short
5) Share 1 pair but which one?
6) Pick one O, octets
7) Formal chargall es
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Example 1: NO3

- ;ĐŽŶƚ͛ĚͿ
Depending on your choice of the double bond to oxygen, 
there are three possible structures differing in the location 
of the double bond and charges on the oxygen.
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In real the structure is hybrid of all (A, B and C)

CBA

A resonance hybrid

Electrons aren’t localized, they are delocalized





The Lewis structure can be converted to other by changing the position of electrons  

Rules for drawing resonance structures :

1) Electrons only can be oved ( lone pair / S electrons )

2) Electrons move toward SP/ SP2 hybridized atom only. 

Examples: Write a second resonance structure for the following compounds? 

Exercise 
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Example 2: N2O

1) # e-: 2(5) + 6 = 16
2) try 2 single bonds
3) 12 e- remain
4) 16 e- for octets ʹ 4 

short
5) Options ʹ 2 double 

bonds, 1 triple & 1 
single

6) Octets
7) Formal charges
8) Which is better and 

why?

N N O
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1.17: Classification According to Molecular Framework

¾ The three main classes of molecular frameworks for organic structures are acyclic, 
carbocyclic, and heterocyclic compounds.

1.17.a   Acyclic Compounds (not cyclic):  contain chains that may be unbranched
or branched.

1.17b: Carbocyclic Compounds: contain rings of carbon atoms



1.17.c Heterocyclic Compounds (In heterocyclic compounds, at least one atom in the 
ring must be a heteroatom, an atom that is not carbon: eg. N, O,S...)



Classification According to Functional Group
A functional group is an arrangement of atoms with distinctive physical and chemical
properties.





Ex. What functional groups can you find in the following natural products? 

testosterone
penicillin-G



New vocabulary 

Assumption: افتراض 
Distinctive:مميز 
Resonance:مركب اله اكتر من (structure) بيختلفوا عن بعض بتوزيع ا4لكترونات




